Tewarie: Moody's
Report Not Good
OPPOSITION Member of Parliament Dr Bhoe Tewarie said yesterday's Moody's
downgrade of Trinidad and Tobago's outlook was 'the worst assessment' this
country has been given and called on Finance Minister Colm Imbert to clearly
outline Government's plan to lift the local economy out of the doldrums.
Tewarie, a former planning minister, said the Moody's negative outlook was not a surprise under
current circumstances including the Covid-19 pandemic choking the world's economy, T& T's
financial situation regarding debt and debt servicing and projected energy prices.However, he stated
on Tuesday: 'When one also takes into account that the Minister of Finance has presided over a four
and- a-half- year depression pre-Covid, I think that with continuing declines we can expect further
downgrades and more bad news in the immediate future.
'Tewarie noted that 'many experts feel that this is an optimistic estimate' but he believes Imbert 'sought
to make out to the population that Moody's assessment was good news, and that Government had
things well in hand'.'Any such interpretation would be false,' Tewarie said in a statement. T&T's longterm foreign-currency bond ceiling remains unchanged at Baa3 but last Friday, Moody's Investors
Service changed the country's outlook to negative, from stable.The change reflected increased
downside risks to T&T's economic and fiscal strength, stemming from medium-term challenges now
exacerbated by the severe shock to global oil and gas demand and prices, triggered by the coronavirus
(Covid- 19) pandemic.Imbert has said the decision to keep T&T's rating unchanged is a testimony to
the resilience of the country, in the face of unprecedented shocks.
Give hope The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has projected a minus 4.5 per cent GDP for T& T in
2020, Tewarie noted.He added that while energy prices are slightly better at present, 'If oil prices fall
and our gas production is short, given that we are withdrawing just under TT$11B from the Heritage
and Stabilisation Fund (HSF), it is very likely that we will be further downgraded'.
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It would have been good, if the Minister of Finance had had the courage to explain some of this to
citizens and having done so, outline to the population some of the steps that he would take to help
our country to climb out of this very negative situation,'
Tewarie said.He further asserted: 'It is clear that if we continue as we are proceeding now, our foreign
reserves are going to be depleted in a few months. The drawdowns from the HSF will take us to a
realm of further insecurity.'
The MP went on to state that he believed there was reason to question whether this 'survival period',
as the pandemic takes its toll on business including Government business, is being managed well by
Government.'Food and food cards are not reaching all who need them, salary support for workers
have reached only a very small portion of the 100,000 or so who need it and cash flow and liquidity
support for business have not reached businesses,'
Tewarie said.'Value Added Tax (VAT) and taxes are being refunded but those are repayment of debts
owed to business.'Saying there were too few people who have benefited and too many who have
tested the system and found it wanting, Tewarie said Government's phased reopening of the country
and economy 'is not going well'.'Too many are complaining,' he said.
'And if people do not have jobs and income, then even such businesses that are open will not benefit
from consumer spending. In addition, the Government has been particularly insensitive towards
small and medium businesses. I suspect that a good 10 per cent to 15 per cent may not reopen at all.
'Tewarie said Government cannot expect a recovery from the reopening of 80 per cent to 90 per cent
of existing businesses, given there was no recovery over four and half years before Covid-19.'So it
would be wishful thinking to expect a recovery from the old economy,' he said.

Moody’s confirms Trinidad and Tobago’s credit rating in the midst
of the Covid crisis. Go to this link to read more.
https://www.finance.gov.tt/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Press-Release-Moody%E2%80%99sconfirms-Trinidad-and-Tobago%E2%80%99s-credit-rating-in-the-midst-of-the-Covid-crisis-1.pdf
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